
Tomato list 2017 (Grown by City Floral)

Tomato Name Color
Fruit 
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Harvest
Heirloom Container
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Needs 

Staking?
Special Characteristics

4th of July red 4oz 49 no yes I tangy sweet yes First tomato to ripen by July 4

Abe Lincoln red 10oz 77 yes/1920s no I acid/ sweet yes Classic, old-fashioned tomato

Amish Paste red 8oz 85 yes/Wisc. yes I sweet/paste yes Great in salads and sauces

Azoychka lemon-yellow 3inch 70 yes/Russia no I sweet/citrusy yes Citrusy taste

Believe It or Not red 2lbs 85 no no I sweet yes Wonderful sandwich tomato

Better Boy red 5" 75 no no I meaty yes  Disease resistant; perfect for slicing

Big Beef red 6" 73 no no I rich yes Impressive yields of extra-large fruit

Big Brandy red 12oz 75 hybrid of yes I rich yes Much higher yielding than its heirloom parents

Big League red 18oz 47 no yes D meaty yes Produces the largest fruit of any container variety

Big Rainbow gold/scarlet 2lbs 100 yes/MN no I sweet yes Beautiful; resistant to foliar disease and cracks

Black Cherry reddish/black 2" 65 no no I sweet yes The first truly black, round cherry tomato

Black Krim reddish/black 5" 75-90 yes no I rich/salty yes  Places high in tomato taste trials

Black From Tula reddish/black 6" 75 yes/Russia no I rich/sweet yes Fruit sets well even when weather turns hot

Brandywine pink 5-6" 80-100 yes/1880s no I superb yes Luscious old-time Amish tomato

Bumble Bee Pink red/gold stripes 1oz 70 no yes I bright sweet yes Tolerates cool night temps and hot days; crack resistant

Bumble Bee Purple purple stripe 1oz 70 no yes I bright sweet yes Great for basil, mozzarella and balsamic vin salads

Carmello red 10oz 75 no yes I sweet/acid no #1 market tom in Europe due to good sugar/acid balance

Caspian Pink pink 10oz 80 yes/Russia no I sweet yes Often called "The Queen of the Pinks"; great taste

Celebrity red 4" 72 no yes D mild yes Superior all-around tomato; fantastic disease resistance

Champion red 4-5" 70 no no D meaty/sweet yes Tolerates both heat & dry weather; great for sandwiches

Chocolate Cherry mahogany 1" 70 no no I complex sweet yes Extremely flavorful; good for gourmet salads

Cherokee Purple dusky-purple 4-5" 80 yes/USA no I sweet/rich yes Seeds were originally received from Cherokee Indians

Early Girl red 4-5" 50-62 no no I good yes A proven variety for delicious, early tomatoes

Fireworks red 8oz 60 no yes I rich yes One of the largest, super-early, slicing varieties

Gardeners Delight red 1.25" 65 no yes I sweet yes Also known as "Sugar Lump"

Genuwine red 10oz 70 no yes I Sweet yes Cross btwn heirlooms Brandywine & Costoluto Genovese

G.L. Monster red 17oz 75 no no I sweet yes A whopper-- 2-fisted size fruit; delicious flavor

Gold San Marzano yellow 5" 72 no no I fruity yes Premier variety for cooking and fresh eating

Green Grape green <1" 70 no yes D sweet/zingy yes Perfect for naturally green ketchups, soups, sauces

Green Zebra yellow/green 2" 75 no no I lemon/lime yes A unique and delicious salad tomato

Green Zebra Cherry green striped 3oz 75 no no I sweet yes Like a miniature Green Zebra, yet sweeter

Hillbilly red/yellow 5-6" 85 yes/USA no I rich yes Very large w/rich, sweet flavor, beautiful when sliced

Indigo Rose blue 1oz 75 no yes I sweet yes  Skin has high levels of disease-fighting compounds 

Isis Candy red 1.5" 75 no no I sweet yes Unique "cat's eye" on the blossom end; kids love 'em!

Julia Child pink 4" 78 yes/USA no I bold, acidic no Robust, "not-for-sissies" tomato flavor & firm, juicy flesh

Juliet red 2" 60 no no I very sweet yes 1999 AAS Winner; elongated, grape-like fruit

Kellogg's Breakfast deep orange 5-6" 80 yes/WV no I rich yes Few seeds; brilliant, orange fruit
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Lemon Boy yellow 4-5" 72 no no I sweet/low-acid yes Adds unique visual interest to the garden

Lemon Cherry pale yellow 1/2oz 58 no no I sweet yes Perfect size for adding to salads or for snacking; juicy!

Marrianna's Peace dark pink/red 2lb 80 yes, 1900s no I full yes Perfectly balanced sweet/acidic flavor

Mortgage Lifter pink 5-6" 85 no no I rich/meaty yes  WV man paid off his mortgage selling this!

Moskvich red 3-4" 60 yes/Russia no I rich yes Largest of the earlies; crack-resistant

Mountain Magic red 2oz 72 no yes I great flavor yes Campari-type tomato; sold as "on the vine" in markets

New Big Dwarf deep pink 1lb 60 yes yes D rich no Cross of Ponderosa and Dwarf Champion

Patio Hybrid red 4oz 70 no yes I good no Perfect for container gardening or limited space

Paul Robeson brick red/black 7-10oz 85 yes/Russia no I smoky sweet yes  Enjoys a cult-like following!

Pineapple orange/red 2lb 85 yes no I sweet/fruity no One of the most beautiful tomatoes

Pink Beauty pink 6-8oz 74 no no I rich yes Flattened globes with full, rich tomato flavor

Pink Berk Tie Dye wine/green stripes 8-12oz 68 no no I sweet/rich yes "Psychedelic" appearance with heirloom-quality flavor

Reba pink/red 6-8oz 72 no no D great flavor yes Excellent fruit, large and firm; NEW to City Floral!

Red Rocket red 8-10oz 60 no yes D rich no Takes off "like a rocket" for early top-quality fruit

Roma red 2" 75 no yes D rich/meaty no Prized for its use in tomato paste and sauces

Rossa Silian red 5-6oz 80 yes/Sicily yes D intense yes Deeply ribbed: great for stuffing, paste, slicing

Russia Persimmon yellow/orange 3" 70 yes/Russia yes D sweet yes Often called the "tastiest" orange heirloom

Rutgers red 8oz 60-100 yes/NJ yes D excellent yes Developed for canning industry; classic "NJ tomato"

San Marzano red 4" 78 no no I great flavor yes Favored by chefs around the world

Snow White ivory 1-2" 75 no no I sweet yes Unusual color is beautiful in a salad

Striped German yellow/red 5-6" 78 no no I fruity yes Marbled interior looks beautiful sliced

Stump of the World dark pink 1lb 105 yes no I rich/complex no A bit smaller and more productive than Brandywine

Sun Gold yellow 1-2" 55-58 no no I very sweet yes Taste and color can't be beat

Super Fantastic red 5" 70 no no I juicy/meaty yes Super vigorous and productive; stake or cage well

Super Steak red 5" 80 no no I rich/meaty yes A favorite for giant tomato lovers

Sweet Treats pink 1oz 70 no no I sweet yes Pink cherries trendy in the Far East; NEW to City Floral!

Sweet 100 red 1/2" 65 no no I sweet yes Perfect for snacking, salads, and juice

Sweet Baby Girl red 1oz 60 no no I sweet yes Beautiful; wonderful taste; long shelf life

Sweet Million bright red 1.5" 65 no no I sweet yes Terrific flavor and high yields of super-sweet cherry 

Think Pink deep pink 6-8oz 70 no no I balanced yes NEW to City Floral!

Toronjina vibrant gold .7oz 55 no no I juicy/sweet yes medium orange cherry similar to Sun Gold

Virginia Sweets gold/red bicolor 1-2lb 80 yes/VA no I sweet/rich yes One of the best tasting, beautiful, best producing bi-colors

Yellow Pear yellow 1-2" 75 no no I sweet yes One of the prettiest tomatoes;  beautiful in salads

Indeterminate: also called "vining" tomatoes.  grow and produce fruit until killed by frost and 

can reach heights of 6-10 feet  (6 feet is the norm) - bloom, set new fruit and ripen fruit all at 

the same time throughout the growing season - substantial caging and/or staking required and 

pruning and the removal of suckers is practiced by many but s not mandatory.

Determinate:  also called "bush" tomatoes,  grow to a compact height (approx. 4 feet) - stop growing 

when fruit sets on the top bud - ripen all their crop at or near the same time (usually over a 2 week 

period) - limited amount of caging and/or staking required -  should NOT be pruned or "suckered" as it 

severely reduces the crop - perform  well in a container (5-6 gallon size). 


